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The UK Government’s approach to identifying a site for a Geological Disposal 

Facility (GDF) for higher-activity radioactive waste  

LEAD OFFICER: Pat Graham, CEO 

REPORT AUTHORS:  Rob Ward, Head of Nuclear, Energy & Sustainability and 

Steve Smith, Nuclear Projects and Programmes Manager 

 

Summary: 

This report provides Members with an overview of the work of the Copeland 

Working Group (CWG) and the recommendations made at the Working Group’s 

meeting of 27th September on the completion of its work. Members will recall 

that the Working Group is the first formal stage in the Government’s process to 

search for a suitable site and a willing community to host a Geological Disposal 

Facility (GDF) for the disposal of the UK’s higher activity radioactive waste, as 

described fully within the Government’s Working with Communities (WwC) 

policy. Members will also recall in previous reports a commitment to submit a 

report to SNEB to consider the Working Group recommendations, prior to the 

Board’s own recommendations being considered by a subsequent meeting of 

the Council’s Executive. Members will also be aware that the work of the 

Copeland Working Group was the subject of a briefing to all Members of the 

Council on 28th September. 

Recommendation: 

That members of the Board: 

1. Consider the work undertaken by the Copeland Working Group, and 

specifically the recommendations of the Working Group to RWM and the 

Council, as Principal Local Authority in the process, relating to the 

establishment of a Community Partnership(s) 

2. Make comments and recommendations for consideration by Executive. 
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1. Introduction, Purpose, and background 

1.1 The purpose of this report is to: 

 Provide Members with an update on the work of the Copeland 

Working Group, specifically the recommendations resulting from the 

meeting of the Working Group on 27th September 

 Seek Members’ comments regarding the both the report considered 

by the Working Group (attached as Appendix A) and the 

recommendations made by the Working Group  

 Seek any recommendations from the Board for consideration by 

Executive at its meeting on 14th October, regarding participation in 

the next stage of the WwC process, the establishment of a Community 

Partnership. 

1.2 Members of the Board will recall previous reports to the Board, which: 

 

 Summarised the background to the decision of the Executive in July 

2020 to open discussions with Radioactive Waste Management 

(RWM), with a view to establishing a Working Group in Copeland to 

explore any potential suitable sites for consideration as a location for 

a GDF, excluding those areas of the Borough that lie within the Lake 

District National Park boundary but potentially including the ‘in-shore 

area’ off the coast of Copeland.  

 Reminded Members that the Council’s engagement at the Working 

Group stage does not presuppose support for a GDF in Copeland. 

According to the WwC process, any future decision on this matter will 

be subject to a future Test of Public Support (ToPS), much later in the 

process. 

 Provided regular updates of the work of the Copeland Working Group, 

which is the first formal step in the Government’s ‘Working with 

Communities’ policy with 3 specific aims:  

 To begin the conversation [with the community] and to start to 

gather issues and concerns from the community [regarding the 

GDF project].  
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 To identify a Search Area(s) 

 To identify prospective members for a Community Partnership.  

1.3 As a reminder, membership of the Working Group has been established 

and includes representatives from: 

 Relevant Principle Local Authorities - Copeland Borough Council 

 Radioactive Waste Management  

 Interested Parties; David Faulkner, Genr8 North Ltd, Irton Hall 

Ltd 

 Copeland District Association of Local Councils – Cllr Andy Pratt, 

Chris Shaw 

 Independent Chair – Mark Cullinan 

 Independent Facilitator, Nick Gardham 

Members will recall that Cumbria County Council declined an invitation to 

join the Working Group.  

1.4 Since November, the Working Group has met on several occasions to 

consider taking forward the above work-streams. Reports from the 

Working Group are available via the Working Group website:  

Working Group Copeland (copeland.workinginpartnership.org.uk).  

1.5 Three sub-groups were established to take forward the three main work-

streams and objectives of the Working Group. 

1.6 The Communications and Engagement subgroup has progressed the 

implementation of the communications plan with the aim ‘to engage with 

local people to begin to understand their views, based on achieving the 

twin aims of finding a suitable site and a willing host community’.  

The plan aims to: 

 Explain what it is and why a GDF is needed  

 Explain why the public’s view matters  

 Communicate how issues or questions can be raised   
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 As it identifies a Search Area(s), the Working Group will start 

work to understand the local area and any issues or questions 

the community within it may have  

 Gather a range of views which can be taken forward to any 

potential Search Area discussion 

1.7 A second subgroup has been meeting to identify and review the range of 

technical information to consider the identification of a Search Area. 

1.8 The third subgroup looking at matters relating to the potential 

establishment of a Community Partnership (CP) has developed a work 

plan, which encompasses the following key areas:  

 

 The shape of the initial work plan to transition from a Working 

Group to a CP  

 Development of a draft Community Partnership Agreement in 

the form of a memorandum of understanding 

 The processes required to appoint a Chair and CP members 

 Definition of the support mechanisms required to enable the CP 

to function appropriately  

 Definition of arrangements for the management of the 

Community Investment Funding. 

1.9 The next stage in the Working with Communities policy, subject to the 

Working Gorup having met its Policy Objectives, is the formation of a 

Community Partnership. According to the policy, the role of the 

Community Partnership is to: 

 facilitate discussion with the community 

 identify relevant information that people in the Search Area and 

Potential Host Community want or need about the siting 

process 

 be the key vehicle for community dialogue with RWM 

 review and refine the boundaries of the Search Area as RWM’s 

investigations  

 progress 
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 identify priorities for Community Investment Funding 

 make recommendations to the relevant principal local 

authorities on the Community Partnership on whether to invoke 

the Right of Withdrawal and if and when to launch a Test of 

Public Support 

 agree a programme of activities to develop the community’s 

understanding of the siting process and the potential 

implications of hosting a GDF 

 develop a community vision and consider the part a GDF may 

play in that vision 

 monitor public opinion in relation to siting a GDF within the 

Search Area and the Potential Host Community 

 

2. Report of the Copeland Working Group considered at its meeting of 27th 

September 

  
2.1 Appendix A is a copy of the ‘Objectives Summary Report’ considered by 

the Copeland Working Group at its meeting on 27th September. This 

Report serves to summarise the activities undertaken by the Copeland 

GDF Working Group to demonstrate that it has met the 3 key objectives 

as described in section 1.2 above and as determined by the Government’s 

Working with Communities policy.  

2.2 The introduction to the report also provides background to the 

establishment of the Copeland Working Group, initial evaluation work 

undertaken and the position of the Interested Parties including in relation 

to the exclusion of the Lake District National Park from the process of 

identifying a potential Search Area. It also includes reference to the 

position of Cumbria County Council who were invited to participate but 

has to date chosen not to. 

2.3 The report then goes on to summarise the work undertaken to fulfil the 3 

objectives. A summary of the key points and recommendations is as 

follows. 
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2.4 Workstream 1 – to begin the conversation [with the community] and to 

start to gather issues and concerns from the community [ regarding the 

GDF project].  

The report highlights the work carried out under this workstream in terms 

of Online Engagement, Face-to-Face Engagement and Outreach and 

Promotion. The report analyses the range of activities undertaken within 

these headings and quantifies the ‘reach’ of such activities. The report 

acknowledges the fact that ‘the timing and extent of face-to-face 

engagement activities of the Working Group were severely limited by the 

constraints of the COVID19 lockdown measures, until these were lifted in 

late July 2021’. 

The report goes on to provide a summary of the conversations with those 

who engaged and notes that this will ‘provide a basis from which any 

subsequent Community Partnership(s) can begin its engagement 

activities and understand the perception of geological disposal in the 

community’. The report summarises the conversation into a number of 

emerging themes: Policy and Process; Geology and Siting; Science; 

Inventory; Socio Economic; Safety.  

The convenor of this workstream concludes with the following statement; 

Despite the challenges presented by COVID19 restrictions, the Working 

Group has fully met the policy requirement and has built sufficient 

evidence to show that it has begun a conversation with the community of 

Copeland. This conversation has developed from an initial position of 

‘inform’ and ‘educate’ to ‘engage’ by starting a process of listening to the 

perceptions and aspirations of people around geological disposal. 

2.5 Workstream 2 – To identify a Search Area or Areas  

The report highlights the significance of this task in relation to the 

Government’s Working with Communities Policy and defines the Search 

Area(s) as ‘the geographical area within which RWM would seek to 

identify potentially suitable sites to host a GDF’. The Search Area(s) is 

derived from the area first put forward for consideration by the Interested 
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Parties , via investigation by RWM and agreement of the Working Group. 

The Search Area(s) is defined using district electoral ward boundaries. 

The activities undertaken in this workstream included; 

 Preparing the supporting materials and developing an approach that 

the full Working Group would adopt to identify a Search Area(s) that 

it judged to have the potential to host a GDF.    

 The approach adopted consisted of two steps.  The first step reviewed 

subsurface attributes and the second step reviewed surface 

attributes, both steps utilising the Initial Evaluation work carried out 

by RWM when Interested Parties first proposed an area for 

consideration and other relevant reference materials such as the 

National Policy Statement, RWM’s Community Guidance document 

and the National Geological Screening. 

 The Working Group also considered feedback received during its early 

engagements with the public and stakeholders in Copeland.  This 

included feedback relating to community factors, environmental and 

landscape impacts, community wellbeing, socio-economic data and 

safety.  

 Two workshops involving all Working Group members were held and 

considered a comprehensive range of relevant Geographical 

Information System (GIS) data layers, supported by RWM’s subject 

matter experts to provide information and answer questions, and the 

Working Group debated the relative merits of individual wards for 

inclusion. 

After careful consideration, the wards identified in Figure 1 were 

proposed by the Working Group as being included within two Search 

Areas. A Mid-Copeland Search Area would include the district electoral 

wards of Beckermet and Gosforth and Seascale (and the adjacent inshore 

area) and a South Copeland Search Area consisting of Black Combe & 

Scafell Ward and Millom Ward (and the adjacent inshore are to Copeland 

Borough). 
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Figure 1 
 

 

The report notes that the inshore area adjacent to the Borough of 

Copeland remains under consideration, although the term “Search Area” 

defined in Policy is based only on the relevant electoral wards on land. 

Also, the Borough Council electoral wards, do not match the National Park 

boundary. This means that the Search Areas include parts of electoral 
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wards that overlap with the National Park. The Working Group confirmed 

that RWM would only consider hosting a GDF within or beneath the area 

outside of the National Park boundary and the proposed extension area, 

although all the people within those electoral wards would continue to be 

engaged as part of the local community. 

The convenor of this workstream concludes with the following 
statement;  

In line with the requirements of Policy the Working Group has identified 

two Search Areas derived from the area first put forward for consideration 

by the Interested Parties. The Search Areas are defined using district 

electoral ward boundaries.  Following RWM’s evaluation of the identified 

Search Areas, the Working Group have recommended the identified 

Search Areas.  

2.6 Workstream 3 – To identify prospective members for a Community 

Partnership  

The report summarises the activities carried out in this Workstream to 

meet the objective as laid out in the Working with Communities policy 

document. 

Community Partnership Membership  

The Working Group considered that any Community Partnership(s) that 

might be formed in Copeland would do so with an initial membership, to 

manage the transition from Working Group to Community Partnership(s). 

It also considered that a membership Selection Panel be established (as 

required by policy) and would comprise the Independent Chair, Copeland 

Council and RWM, and a process was agreed with input from the Working 

Group members by which the Selection Panel would define the initial 

membership of any Community Partnership(s). This selection process 

takes into consideration the knowledge, skills and experience required by 

the Working Group, as well as the need for the Community Partnership(s) 

to recruit community members to reflect the Search Area(s). The 

Selection Panel will also consider the membership of the Interested 

Parties. 
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The Working Group considered and agreed that the parties to be invited 

to join the initial membership of any Community Partnership(s) in 

Copeland are: 

 Independent Chair 

 RWM Ltd 

 Relevant Principal Local Authorities (Copeland Borough Council and 

Cumbria County Council) 

 All Borough Councillors within the Search Area, excluding the Lake 

District Nation Park will be invited to join the Community Partnership  

 Parish Councils Representatives from within the Search Area(s), and 

outside the Lake District National Park boundary 

 Copeland Association of Local Councils, to represent parishes outside 

of the Search Area(s) but inside the Borough Council Ward 

 All County Councillors within the Search Area will be invited to join the 

Community Partnership 

At launch, an initial Programme of Activities will be in place, and a key 

objective will be for the interim members to recruit the full membership 

of the Community Partnership(s), including putting in place mechanisms 

to ensure proper and adequate representation from community 

stakeholders. 

Chair Selection Process 

The Working Group considered options for the selection of a Chair for the 

Community Partnership(s). It was agreed that the Independent Chair of 

the Working Group would be invited to continue as initial Chair of up to 

two Community Partnership(s), but that the Community Partnership(s), 

once formed, should then decide on the Chair selection process beyond 

the transition period. 

Community Partnership Agreement and Terms of Reference 

A draft Community Partnership Agreement was developed in consultation 

with the Working Group members, which sets out the principles of how 

the members of the Community Partnership(s) will work together and 
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Terms of Reference to clarify roles and responsibilities and how the 

Community Partnership will operate. 

Other activities by this workstream included; 

 Establishing a mechanism for the distribution of the Community 

Investment Funding 

 An initial Programme of Activities for the Community Partnership(s) 

has been developed 

 The Working Group has also considered the support requirements to 

enable the Community Partnership(s) to operate. 

The convenor of this workstream concludes with the following statement;  

Based on the summary above, I am confident to confirm to the Working 

Group that the policy objective, to identify prospective members for a 

Community Partnership, has been met. Furthermore, the Working Group 

has put in place arrangements for the establishment of up to two 

Community Partnerships in Copeland, including the provision of a draft 

Community Partnership Agreement, initial Programme of Activities, 

Community Investment Funding arrangements and operational support 

requirements. As such, I believe that we are in a position of policy 

compliance and launch readiness. 

2.7 Recommendation from the Working Group 

At its meeting on 27th September, the Working Group concluded its work 

by making the following recommendation: 

The Working Group has met its objectives and identified 2 Search Areas –  

‘Mid Copeland Search Area’ and ‘South Copeland Search Area’ - that could 

have the potential to host a Geological Disposal Facility. Based on the 

community engagement activities undertaken and the work done to 

identify prospective members for a Community Partnership, the Working 

Group now recommends to RWM and the relevant Principal Local 

Authorities that two Community Partnerships are formed, one for each 

Search Area. 
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The identified ‘Mid Copeland Search Area’ and ‘South Copeland Search 

Area’ should be considered further on the basis that: 

I. The inshore area adjacent to Copeland Borough is considered by 

RWM as its initial focus  

II. The area within the Lake District National Park and its proposed 

extension are excluded from consideration to host a GDF above or 

below ground 

III. The current and future coal mining areas are excluded from 

consideration to host a GDF 

APPENDIX A – Copeland Working Group Objective Summary Report 
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1.0  Purpose of this report 

 

This Report serves to summarise the activities undertaken by the Copeland GDF Working Group to 
demonstrate that:  
 

A) it has met its 3 key objectives, as set out in the Working with Communities Policy (2018).  
These objectives being: - 

 To begin the conversation [with the community] and to start to gather issues and 
concerns from the community [ regarding the GDF project].  

 To identify a Search Area(s) 

 To identify prospective members for a Community Partnership. 
B) it has delivered against those activities outlined in its own Terms of Reference document.  

 
Note: The GDF Working Group has operated between November 2020 and September 2021, which has 
coincided with the global Coronavirus pandemic.  The Working Group has therefore had to carry out 
almost all its work within the constraints of the various Lockdown restrictions imposed by the UK 
Government, as it has attempted to reduce the severe impact of the pandemic on the UK and its 
population.  As a result, face-to-face public engagement, and travel within and across communities 
was largely not possible until these restrictions were lifted in late July 2021.  At time of writing 
(September 2021) some minor restrictions remain in place in some parts of the UK. 
 
2.0 Creation of the Copeland GDF Working Group 

 
Initial Discussions 
RWM was contacted during late 2019 and early 2020 by 4 separate Interested Parties, as follows: 

 Irton Hall Ltd 

 Genr8 North Ltd 

 A private individual in South Copeland 

 Copeland Borough Council 

The Interested Parties indicated they would be interested in learning more about the siting process 
and the potential to host a GDF within the district of Copeland, West Cumbria. Each Interested Party 
came forward with a different area of interest.  
 
RWM held discussions with all four of the Interested Parties, initially on an individual basis and then 
as a combined group through a series of workshops. 
 
Initial Evaluation 

In response to these engagements, RWM undertook initial evaluation work in accordance with 

Paragraph 6.15 of the UK Government’s Working with Communities Policy which states that during 

Initial Discussions: 

"Under all scenarios RWM will undertake initial work to understand whether the land identified has 

any potential to host a GDF.” 

 
The Initial Evaluation work is detailed in the following Initial Evaluation Reports 

 Copeland Borough Council area – For GenR8 

 Copeland Borough Council area – For the Local Authority 

 Area close to LLWR - for Irton Hall 

 South Copeland Area – for a private individual 
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Having considered the readily available information, and particularly the National Geological 
Screening outputs, RWM concluded that the Copeland Area does have potential to host a GDF.  
 

Position of Interested Parties 

Following the series of individual and joint meetings the Interested Parties agreed to proceed to form 
a Working Group on Wednesday 4th November 2020. An early task for the Working Group was to 
identify a Search Area (or Areas, see section 3.2 for detail) from the “Area for consideration which is 
the whole of Copeland Borough excluding the Lake District National Park”. During this process the 
inshore area was also given consideration for its sub-surface potential to host a GDF. 
 
Cumbria County Council, as the other relevant Principal Local Authority (rPLA) in the area, were invited 
to join the Working Group but has to date chosen not to.  Policy allows a Working Group to be formed 
without an rPLA as a member but does require invitations to at least have been issued.  Policy further 
requires that all rPLAs within the Search Area are to be engaged by the Working Group.  
 
At the request of the Interested Parties, Cumbria Association of Local Councils (CALC) were invited to 
join the Working Group as a member and did so immediately post launch. 
The first meeting of the Copeland GDF Working Group was held on November 19th, 2020. 
 
3.0  Objective Summaries  

 
3.1  To begin the conversation [with the community] and to start to gather issues and concerns from 
the community [ regarding the GDF project].  
 
Conveners of the Workstream 
Convenor: Nick Gardham, Independent Facilitator for the Working Group, Co-convener: Gillian 
Johnston, Community Engagement Manager, RWM 
 
Summary of activities carried out in Workstream to meet objective 
To begin a conversation with the residents of Copeland the Working Group agreed a set of activities 
as outlined below:  
 
Online engagement: 

Engagement Activity Reach 

Virtual Exhibition 1694 visits with an average visit time of 1 minute 
41 seconds 

Copeland Working Group Website 15317 users with 19437 sessions with an average 
visit time of 1 minute 13 seconds 

Social Media (inc. Facebook, LinkedIn, Twitter) 646 

Webinars 4 webinars with over 80 participants 

1:1 Engagement 28 1:1 meetings (between 30 minutes and 1 
hour) to listen to the views of individuals re: the 
questions they have about Geological Disposal 

Yonder Survey 401 respondents to telephone survey 

Yonder Focus Groups 18 participants at 3 online Focus Groups 
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Direct Face to Face Engagement: 

Engagement Activity Reach 

Stakeholder Engagement Activity 49 engagement events 

Pop Up Events 114 individuals over 6 events 

Public Exhibitions 390 individuals attended over 17 events 

 
Outreach and Promotion: 

Engagement Activity Reach 

Media Engagement       Press Releases 
                                          Circulation 
                                          Readership 
 

9 
15174 
95118 plus significant online readership 

Direct Mail 30537  

E-newsletter 10 monthly newsletter sent to 559 subscribers 

Facebook and Instagram Adverts 123483 

 
Note: as referred to in Section 1 of this report, the timing and extent of face-to-face engagement 
activities of the Working Group were severely limited by the constraints of the COVID19 lockdown 
measures, until these were lifted in late July 2021. 

 
Summary of conversations: 
Across the range of engagement activities undertaken by the Working Group, a number of common 
themes have begun to emerge.   Whilst many of the associated questions have already been addressed 
to those who asked them, the questions and themes do provide a basis from which any subsequent 
Community Partnership(s) can begin its engagement activities and understand the perception of 
geological disposal in the community. 
 

The emerging themes can be characterised under the following subheadings: 
 
Policy and Process – due to previous attempts at exploring geological disposal in Copeland there was 
inevitably an overwhelming number of questions relating to, “What is different this time”. Many 
who asked this question cited previous undertakings and the outcomes.  As well as wanting to know 
what is different, many people also wanted to understand the policy’s position on a ‘willing 
community’. This included conversations around how this would be assessed, the community’s right 
to withdraw from the process and the level or extent that any public test of support would include 
the community’s view. Further questions included why geological disposal was the chosen way to 
dispose of nuclear waste, and where international lessons could be learnt. 
 
Geology and Siting – as with any large-scale infrastructure programme there were many questions 

from people with regards to where the facility should be built. There was a fairly even split with 

those who felt that the facility should be built within Copeland and proposed sites were suggested. 

Others however felt that the facility should not be built in Copeland citing environmental, socio-

economic and geological reasons.  As previously referenced, previous explorations around geology 

in Copeland meant that many people were citing the results concerning the geology in the region as 

not being ‘right’. Overwhelmingly this question emerged frequently across all engagement events 

[both online and face to face]. 

Science – many questions were raised around the science behind geological disposal. Of those who 
asked the question people wanted to know how the waste would be stored underground, the length 
of time that it would take for the waste to degrade, what materials the waste would be transported  
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and stored in and whether there was opportunity for the waste to be reused in the future should 
technologies be created or adapted. 
 
Inventory – from conversations, there were several people who were concerned about what waste 
would be stored within the facility and the volume of it. Inevitably this also led to conversations 
about how waste would be transferred to the site and the impact of this. Many also asked if waste 
would be stored in the facility from other countries within the UK and from overseas. 
 
Socio-economic – many people could see the potential for a geological disposal facility to bring long 
term economic investment into the region. This led to questions including the number of jobs it 
would create, the potential to advance skills within the region and how the economic impact would 
lead to greater prosperity.  However, many conversations also expressed a nervousness around the 
socio-economic impacts including the potential adverse effects on tourism and house prices 
(particularly those within the vicinity of the facility).  Equally, questions emerged around the 
potential to improve transport infrastructure links in Copeland. Though contrary to this, people also 
could see the negative impact this could have on the environment of Copeland if there was increased 
traffic. 
 
Safety – throughout most conversations the question of safety and regulation was repeated. For all 
spoken to regardless of personal position on geological disposal, there were a number of questions 
relating to the safety of the facility both in the short term and longer term. Questions included 
guarantees over the safeguarding of the storage of nuclear waste underground, whether there 
would be emissions from the containers over time and the role of the regulators in maintaining the 
safety aspect after the site had been decommissioned. 
 

Other questions emerged throughout the engagement activities, these included questions around the 
role of the Working Group and future Community Partnership, Community Investment Funding and 
the costs of the facility. However, these were secondary to the questions detailed above. 
 
Closing statement from Convener 
Despite the challenges presented by COVID19 restrictions, the Working Group has fully met the policy 
requirement and has built sufficient evidence to show that it has begun a conversation with the 
community of Copeland. This conversation has developed from an initial position of ‘inform’ and 
‘educate’ to ‘engage’ by starting a process of listening to the perceptions and aspirations of people 
around geological disposal. 

 
3.2 To identify a Search Area or Areas 

Convenors of the Workstream 

Convener: Andy Ross, Genr8 North Ltd, Co-convener: Barnaby Hudson, Site Evaluation Manager, RWM 

Summary of activities carried out in Workstream to meet objective 

The Working With Communities Policy (2018)1 sets out that an important task for Working Groups is 

to identify a Search Area or Search Areas. The Search Area(s) is the geographical area within which 

RWM would seek to identify potentially suitable sites to host a GDF. The Search Area(s) is derived from 

                                                           
1 Implementing geological disposal – working with communities: long term management of higher activity radioactive waste - GOV.UK 
(www.gov.uk) 
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the area first put forward for consideration by the Interested Parties and is defined using district 

electoral ward boundaries. 

 

The Working Group assigned responsibilities to a subgroup (Workstream 2) for preparing the 

supporting materials and developing an approach that the Working Group would adopt to identify a 

Search Area(s).  This was completed ahead of the Search Area identification workshop.   

Having considered and agreed its approach to conducting the workshop, and the identification of the 

Search Area(s), the Working Group sought to identify Search Area(s) it judged to have potential to host 

a GDF.   

The approach adopted consisted of two steps.  The first step reviewed subsurface attributes and the 

second step reviewed surface attributes.  At each of the steps the Working Group considered the 

Initial Evaluation work that had been carried out by RWM (using readily available information) in 

respect of the area first put forward for consideration by the Interested Parties during Initial 

Discussions2. This included the consideration of contextual information produced by RWM (geology, 

environment and community). This contextual information and other relevant reference materials 

(including the National Policy Statement; Implementing Geological Disposal - Working with 

Communities (2018), RWM Community Guidance document3 and the National Geological Screening4 

were made available to the Working Group in advance of the workshop. 

The Working Group also considered feedback received during its early engagements with the public 

and stakeholders in Copeland.  This included feedback relating to community factors, environmental 

and landscape impacts, community wellbeing, socio-economic data and safety.  

The Working Group was also mindful of the St Bees coast and its local sensitivity, as well as the 

commitment that had already been made to exclude the Lake District National Park and its proposed 

extension, from the area under consideration. 

RWM’s subject matter experts were available during the workshop to provide information and answer 

questions to assist the Working Group members.  

Information, including relevant Geographical Information System (GIS) data layers, were presented 

and considered by the Working Group who debated the relative merits of individual wards for 

inclusion or not, and to come to a judgement on those wards to include within the Search Area(s) as 

the starting point for the work of the Community Partnership(s).   

 

After careful consideration, the wards identified in Figure 1 were proposed by the Working Group as 

being included within two Search Areas. 

 

The wards included in the Search Areas are highlighted on the map below (Figure 1). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                           
2 Working Group Area | Copeland GDF Working Group (workinginpartnership.org.uk) 
3 Why a GDF? | Copeland GDF Working Group (workinginpartnership.org.uk) 
4 Northern England - Subregion 4 - GOV.UK (www.gov.uk) 
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Figure 1 – Electoral wards chosen to be included in two Search Areas (marked in blue outline 

 

 
 

The Working Group’s conclusion identified two Search Areas within Copeland Borough, each 

containing two electoral wards.   

 

Following an evaluation of the identified Search Areas by RWM, the Working Group considered 

recommending each identified Search Area.  
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Figure 2: Mid Copeland Search Area consisting of Beckermet Ward & Gosforth & Seascale Ward.  

shows area for consideration and adjacent inshore area to Copeland Borough.  

 

 
 

Figure 3: South Copeland Search Area consisting of Black Combe & Scafell Ward; Millom Ward.  

shows area for consideration and adjacent inshore area to Copeland Borough 

 

 
 

The inshore area adjacent to the Borough of Copeland remains under consideration, although the 

term “Search Area” defined in Policy is based only on the relevant electoral wards on land. 

The Search Areas identified are defined in terms of Borough Council electoral wards, the boundaries 

of which do not match the National Park boundary. This means that the Search Areas include parts of 

electoral wards that overlap with the National Park. The Working Group confirmed that RWM would 
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only consider hosting a GDF within or beneath the area outside the National Park boundary and the 

proposed extension area, although all the people within those electoral wards would continue to be 

engaged as part of the local community. 

 

For the avoidance of doubt, the Working Group recognises that at this stage both the onshore and 

inshore areas remain under consideration to host the underground elements of a GDF. Also, as 

previously stated, the Lake District National Park and proposed extension remains excluded from 

consideration. 

 

It was agreed by the Working Group that prior to the Working Group recommending the identified 

Search Areas, RWM would evaluate the Search Areas and confirm (or otherwise) to the Working Group 

whether the Search Areas that have been identified have potential to host a GDF.   

 

Closing statement on behalf of Convener 
In line with the requirements of Policy the Working Group has identified two Search Areas derived 

from the area first put forward for consideration by the Interested Parties. The Search Areas are 

defined using district electoral ward boundaries.  Following RWM’s evaluation of the identified 

Search Areas, the Working Group have recommended the identified Search Areas.  

 

3.3 To identify prospective members for a Community Partnership  
 

Convenors of the Workstream 
Convenor: Rob Ward, Head of Nuclear, Energy & Sustainability for Copeland Borough Council;  

Co-convenor: Claire Dobson, Community Engagement Coordinator, RWM Ltd 

 

Summary of activities carried out in Workstream to meet objective 
Section 6.29 of the Working With Communities Policy (2018) requires that membership of a 

Community Partnership, as a minimum, shall comprise: 

 Members of the community 

 At least one Relevant Principal Local Authority 

 RWM 

Additionally, it could have an independent Chair (noting that the independence is not a Policy 

requirement). Where the Interested Parties from the Working Group are not relevant Principal Local 

Authorities (rPLAs), the Community Partnership may include the Interested Parties if they wish to 

become members. 

 

Section 6.33 of the Policy requires that a Selection Panel is formed by the Working Group to identify 

and select potential members to be invited to join a Community Partnership, which could be via 

direct invitation, an open process or a combination. The Selection Panel should consider the skills, 

knowledge, experience required by the Community Partnership, and a make-up which adequately 

reflects the community and the community’s interests (within the Search Area). One of the functions 

of the Community Partnership may be to establish a stakeholder forum and subgroups as 

appropriate to ensure proper community engagement and representation in the process. 

 

Community Partnership Membership 

An initial stakeholder mapping exercise identified some 400+ local stakeholders with an interest in 

the GDF siting process. A decision was made by the Working Group on 15th April 2021 that any 
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Community Partnership(s) that might be formed in Copeland would do so with an initial 

membership, to manage the transition from Working Group to Community Partnership(s). 

On 12th August, it was agreed by the Working Group that the membership Selection Panel would 

comprise the Independent Chair, Copeland Council and RWM, and a process was agreed with input  

 

from the Working Group members by which the Selection Panel would define the initial membership 

of any Community Partnership(s). This selection process takes into consideration the knowledge, 

skills and experience required by the Working Group, as well as the need for the Community 

Partnership(s) to recruit community members to reflect the Search Area(s). 

 

The parties to be invited to join the initial membership of any Community Partnership(s) in Copeland 

are: 

 

 Independent Chair 

 RWM Ltd 

 Relevant Principal Local Authorities 

 All Borough Councillors within the Search Area, excluding the Lake District Nation Park will 

be invited to join the Community Partnership  

 Parish Councils Representatives from within the Search Area(s), and outside the Lake District 

National Park boundary 

 Copeland Association of Local Councils, to represent parishes outside of the Search Area(s) 

but inside the Borough Council Ward 

 All County Councillors within the Search Area will be invited to join the Community 

Partnership 

 

The Selection Panel will also consider the membership of the Interested Parties. 

 

At launch, an initial Programme of Activities will be in place, and a key objective will be for the 

interim members to recruit the full membership of the Community Partnership(s). 

 

Chair Selection Process 

On 16th June, the Working Group considered options for the selection of a Chair for the Community 

Partnership(s). It was agreed that the Independent Chair of the Working Group would be invited to 

continue as initial Chair of up to two Community Partnership(s), but that the Community 

Partnership(s), once formed, should then decide on the Chair selection process beyond the 

transition period. On 12th August, the Independent Chair confirmed that he would be happy to take 

on this role for up to 2 Community Partnerships in Copeland. 

 

Community Partnership Agreement and Terms of Reference 

A draft Community Partnership Agreement was developed in consultation with the Working Group 

members, which sets out the principles of how the members of the Community Partnership(s) will 

work together and Terms of Reference to clarify roles and responsibilities and how the Community 

Partnership will operate. 

 

Note, the role of the Working Group is to provide a draft agreement for the Community 

Partnership(s) to use. It is not the role of the Working Group to agree, finalise or sign the Community 

Partnership Agreement. 
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Other Activities 

The Working Group has also completed a number of other activities to prepare for the formation of 

up to 2 Community Partnerships: 

 On 12th August, RWM confirmed to the Working Group that the mechanism for distribution 

of the Community Investment Funding is in place.  This was developed with input from 

Working Group members and in close consultation with Copeland Borough Council. 

  

 

 An initial Programme of Activities for the Community Partnership(s) has been developed.  

The Working Group has also considered the support requirements to enable the Community 

Partnership(s) to operate. 

 The key decision timeline for formation of Community Partnership(s) was integrated into the 

Working Group’s overall communications and engagement plan. 

 

Closing Statement by Convenor 

Based on the summary above, I am confident to confirm to the Working Group that the policy 

objective, to identify prospective members for a Community Partnership, has been met. 

Furthermore, the Working Group has put in place arrangements for the establishment of up to two 

Community Partnerships in Copeland, including the provision of a draft Community Partnership 

Agreement, initial Programme of Activities, Community Investment Funding arrangements and 

operational support requirements. As such, I believe that we are in a position of policy compliance 

and launch readiness. 
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4.0 Working Group Terms of Reference and Chair’s closing remarks 

The Copeland GDF Working Group is a "task and finish" group formed in November 2020 to take 

forward three objectives (that were addressed by the three Workstreams outlined in Section 3 of 

this report). A broad timescale of 6-12 months was originally identified as the approximate time 

scale estimated to complete the work. The Face-to-Face Exhibitions, an essential part of the 

community engagement, were postponed until September 2021 due to Covid restrictions but have 

still be actioned inside the original Working Group timescales. As stated above in Section 1 of this 

report, the three objectives are: 

 

 To begin the conversation [with the community] and to start to gather issues and 

concerns from the community [ regarding the GDF project]. i.e., to start work to 

understand the Copeland Borough Council area and any issues or questions the 

community within it might have. 

 To identify a Search Area(s) - within the Copeland Borough Council area 

 To identify prospective members for a Community Partnership, i.e. to identify members of 
the community who may be interested in working with RWM by joining the Community 
Partnership or Partnerships. 
 

This report and others listed on the Agenda (for 27th September 2021) set out progress in relation to 

each of these three tasks and it can be seen from the reports that the work of the Working Group is 

coming to a conclusion. The Working Group has operated within the approved Terms of Reference 

agreed by the Working Group. 
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